Ocean Floor Maps
WORLD OCEAN FLOOR DECEMBER 1981 from National Geographic is the main map I use for teaching Creation
Science. It has the Mid Ocean Ridge very clearly marked out with a lot of detail. On one side of the map you can
see how the Mid Atlantic Ocean Ridge rose up & the land masses slid away from it, & on the other side you can
see where the Western Pacific sank.
If you can find an original copy of one of these maps, treasure it! I found mine on e-bay.
You can also find & make copies using ‘National Geographic Maps, The Complete Collection’
It’s an 8CD-ROM Set. I bought mine at Costco. There are several different Ocean Floor Maps in this collection.
Each one of them adds to the understanding of the Flood, so investigate them all. Some of the maps will tell you
ocean floor dept & water depth. Right after the Flood, much of the water was locked up on top of the land in huge
post flood lakes & ice sheets. People & animals could have walked all the way around the globe for about
a 100 years or so after the Flood. See also http://creationscience.com/onlinebook/FAQ216.html#wp2930663
Apparently during the 239 year life span of Peleg (See Genesis 10:25 and 11:16-19) the ocean water levels
rose because of the ice sheets melting, the inland lakes breaching, and the mountains sinking down to their
equilibrium points and pushing the ocean floors up in the process. The rising ocean water divided the land
(examples: The Red Sea changing from a dry valley to a sea; The Persian Gulf filling up with water.)

Another excellent Ocean Floor Map is made by
FREYTAG-BERNDT. The title is ‘DIE WELT-THE WORLD-LE MONDE-IL MONDO
ISBN 3.7079-02484

GOOGLE EARTH Go to Google.com & then go to free downloads. Download ‘Google Earth’. It’s a 3D model of the
whole earth. The pictures are current within the past 3 years. You will be able to see some of the stuff on the
Ocean Floor as well as what’s on land. This web site is mind blowing!

OLD GLOBE: The Earth rolled beginning with the compression event during the Flood. Take an old beat
up globe & relocate the poles so that the North Pole is now in the middle of China between Mongolia and the
Himalayan Mountains, and the South Pole is now in the Pacific Ocean just off the coast of Chile where the Chile
Rise is located (just off the coast of South America). [See
http://creationscience.com/onlinebook/HydroplateOverview9.html #65 & #66] Then take a black marker and
hold it at the new zero degrees and turn the globe in a complete circle. This will mark out for you the general
location of the pre-flood equator. Then take a good look at it. It’s a real eye opener! You will be amazed!
Although the land masses aren’t in their original locations, you will be able to see why we find tropical vegetation
buried under Polar Regions and the answers to other questions that you might have in this department. The Pre-

Flood Equator ran through about where the Canadian USA boarder is today, favoring more the Canadian side
towards the Atlantic Ocean and the USA side towards the Pacific, and then it went down through the middle of
the continent of Africa through Libya, Chad, and out into the Indian Ocean. From there it continued along the
Indian Antarctic basin and then up towards the Pacific Ocean heading back towards the Canadian USA boarder.
The pivotal points of where the pre-flood and the modern day Equator intersected are where the International
Date line and the modern day Equator intersect on either side of the globe (Longitudes zero degrees and one
hundred eighty degrees.)

Does the Bible indicate that the earth rolled? Here are some hints: Genesis 2:10-14 talks about the Tigris
River flowing east of Ashur. That’s a post-flood description given of the rivers that flowed out of Eden, given
somewhere between one hundred to two hundred years after The Flood. That same river now flows south/southeast from Asshur.
Genesis 11:2 says that they traveled towards the east in order to get to Babel from the region of Ararat. If you
want to do the same thing now days you have to go South from the region of Ararat in order to get to Babel
(Babylon).
[Another possibility to add to this is that if the water levels went down rapidly in the Caspian Sea, Black Sea, &
the Mediterranean ‘lake’, the huge weight shift would cause earthquakes to occur, which in turn could have
changed the course of the Tigris.]
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Flood Legends
http:www.talkorigins.org/faqs/flood-myths.html

www.creationism.org Type in ‘Flood Legends’. There’s 41 different articles last time I checked...
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